Chairman Hurd, Ranking Member Kelly, Chairman Meadows, Ranking Member Connolly, and Members of the Subcommittees, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss Commerce’s work on the implementation of the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA), and thank you for your resolute, bipartisan efforts to ensure that this critical law is implemented successfully.

To begin, I believe FITARA is one of the strongest and most helpful pieces of legislation to improve CIO involvement with the decision processes and policies related to information technology (IT) resources and increased government efficiency and effectiveness. I am committed to its success.

Secretary Pritzker and Deputy Secretary Andrews strongly support FITARA and have made FITARA one of their, and my, key priorities. They have made it clear to the Department of Commerce’s executive leadership that FITARA is the responsibility not only of the CIO but all their senior staff. Since October 2015, the Department’s FITARA Team, representing my office and the Department’s Budget, Acquisition, Personnel, and Legal offices, has been meeting weekly to ensure the full implementation of FITARA across Commerce. I have identified FITARA implementation as one of my top programmatic goals. Moreover, I have named one of my senior staff, Ms. Erin Cavanaugh, former Acting Director of IT Policy and Planning, as our full time Program Manager for FITARA implementation, making the Department of Commerce (DOC) one of only a few departments to create a full-time FITARA position. I have reinforced the importance of FITARA with my DOC CIO Council by adding FITARA as a standing agenda item in each CIO council meeting. The DOC CIO council includes the CIO from each of the Department’s 12 bureaus. We meet every two weeks to make the tough decisions, collaborate, and shape the actions necessary to bring all Commerce IT into the 21st century in support of the varied DOC missions.
Let me now turn to the progress we have collaboratively made in several areas, and why I believe we are on the path to achieve full implementation in the budget, personnel, and acquisition areas required by FITARA.

**Budget**

My office is working closely with the Department’s Office of Budget to ensure I am fully engaged in the budget formulation and review process to enable me to review and approve the overall DOC IT budget. Leveraging FITARA has allowed me, as the DOC CIO, to have full visibility into each Bureau’s IT budget to enable me enhance my understanding of our IT “ask” and “spend” and to help me identify opportunities for strategic and operational collaboration across bureaus (e.g. cyber security), strategic sourcing (e.g., enterprise licensing agreements), cost-savings, and contract consolidation and improvement. I am particularly pleased that the NOAA and Census CIOs and their budget offices have taken some earlier initiative in this area, and I expect to leverage their work going forward with the other bureau CIOs. I understand that the new A-11 guidance from OMB will incorporate much of the policy and process changes needed in this area, and I and our DOC Budget Director are fully prepared to work across the Department to comply with that guidance.

**Acquisition**

The DOC Office of Acquisition Management has revised the Commerce Acquisition Manual so that my office now participates in the review and approval process for all acquisitions above $10 million, whether or not a program was initially determined to be IT procurement. This is a significant improvement, as our previous acquisition policy only required my office’s participation on acquisitions over $75 million. We are leveraging FITARA to revise our acquisition policies to ensure Bureau CIOs will see virtually all acquisitions involving IT. In some bureaus, the Bureau CIO does not have authority to review all IT acquisitions, and therefore is not able to identify opportunities for cost savings or collaboration in a fully optimized manner. In other bureaus, notably Census and the Bureau of Economic Analysis, their CIOs see and review all major acquisitions involving IT, and we are moving in this direction across all Commerce Bureaus.

**Personnel**

Our Chief Human Capital Officer and I drafted, reviewed, and signed Department HR Bulletin 206, which gives me direct involvement in selection responsibility over SES IT and all CIO-titled positions across the Department. That said, our IT workforce planning is not complete but I expect to see considerable progress in the next six months in addressing the hiring and retention of critical IT resources (e.g., Cyber and IT Risk Management; data analytics; agile development; web services).
**Data Center Consolidation Initiative**

An important part of FITARA is data center consolidation. GAO and Congress have recognized our progress on the Data Center Consolidation Initiative. We look forward to continuing that progress when OMB issues new guidance on the Data Center Optimization Initiative. We have already begun supporting the Incremental Development Initiative and the Workforce Initiative as well.

**Federal IT Dashboard**

We continue to keep our reporting on the IT Dashboard transparent and accurate. I review our IT portfolio of all major investments monthly with my Capital Program Investment and Control (CPIC) team prior to posting our monthly scorecard. This review, with input from DOC CPIC Committee, results in timely and comprehensive reporting of identified risks and progress for our major IT projects and investments. Under FITARA, I have expanded our CIO reviews to include projects and information systems which introduce new technology; are public facing; are deemed high risk; or were not developed within DOC but are required to be used by DOC employees. Our goal is to review all major IT systems in the IT Portfolio Report at least once every year and all IT projects which meet our new FITARA driven criteria at least once every three years.

**IT Governance**

Each bureau, via our DOC CIO Council has been sharing best practices across the Department on IT operations, cyber security and risk management, acquisition, and methods for attracting and retaining key IT personnel. This sharing has helped us identify opportunities for collaboration among bureaus, opportunities to consolidate contract actions, solve tough technical problems, and increase the morale and esprit-de-corp of our IT communities of practice.

**Strategic Sourcing**

Finally, I want to note our successful history with strategic sourcing. Recently, the American Council for Technology and the Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) identified the Department’s strategic sourcing efforts as an example of a Level 3 “Best Practice,” which is the highest level an agency can attain.

**Opportunities**

One of the major challenges facing every federal CIO is “shadow IT.” Shadow IT refers to systems and solutions built and used inside bureaus and offices without direct CIO review or approval or deployed and operated outside of the respective IT department. These systems are frequently not aligned with the Department’s enterprise architecture, nor reviewed for compliance with requirements for control, documentation, security, and reliability. These systems represent a greater risk of exposing government data to privacy and security breaches. FITARA, with its emphasis on...
transparency and collaboration, gives every CIO an excellent opportunity to identify these systems, and to bring them into alignment with appropriate rules and CIO oversight. By working with our Privacy Officer, our CIO Council, and our cybersecurity team we will move shadow IT from being a higher risk and potential liability to a value added asset.

**COST SAVINGS**

Another notable goal of FITARA, and of every CIO, is cost savings in the IT environment. While my driver is not cost savings *per se*, I fully expect implementing FITARA will help drive the unit cost of every IT service down. This will result from opportunities identified through greater oversight, visibility, and collaboration across IT acquisition and budget formulation.

**CLOSING**

For our DOC FITARA implementation to fully succeed, we need more than just law or policy. We need to institutionalize best IT practices and processes across the Department. My staff is working with their counterparts in each bureau CIO office to improve visibility and participation in all IT budget and acquisition processes. I expect to have initial process improvements and reviews in place by the end of this fiscal year, and to operate more efficiently in the future.

FITARA is providing me, as the Commerce CIO, and each Bureau CIO, significantly enhanced oversight into all things ‘IT’. With this oversight, and the accompanying individual and shared responsibility, I expect that our IT environment will be more cohesive, more collaborative, and more effective in the years to come. I strongly believe FITARA will help the Secretary and I achieve our agreed goals, thus serving the many and varied customers of the Department of Commerce and the American Public.

I thank the Subcommittees for holding this hearing, and for your commitment to ensuring successful implementation of FITARA. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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